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A model of squeeze-film behavior is developed based on Stokes’ equations for viscous,
compressible isothermal flows. The flow domain is an axisymmetrical, unit cell approximation of a
planar, periodic, perforated microstructure. The model is developed for cases when the lubrication
approximation cannot be applied. The complex force generated by vibrations of the diaphragm
driving the flow has two components: the damping force and the spring force. While for large
frequencies the spring force dominates, at low �acoustical� frequencies the damping force is the
most important part. The analytical approach developed here yields an explicit formula for both
forces. In addition, using a finite element software package, the damping force is also obtained
numerically. A comparison is made between the analytic result, numerical solution, and some
experimental data found in the literature, which validates the analytic formula and provides
compelling arguments about its value in designing microelectomechanical devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in micromachining technology has en-
abled the fabrication of microelectromechanical systems
�MEMS�, such as microphones, microaccelerometers, pres-
sure sensors, switches, mirrors, tunable interferometers, ul-
trasonic motors, resonators, etc. MEMS devices often use
parallel plate electrodes as the capacitive sensing and elec-
trostatic actuation mechanisms. This is why the study of a
thin air layer being squeezed between a vibrating plate and a
rigid plate, referred to as a planar microstructure, is impor-
tant in many microelectromechanical systems. As the mov-
able electrode displaces sinusoidally, the backforce on the
plate due to the air separating it from the backplate has two
components Ref. 1: the viscous damping force, which is in
phase with velocity, and the spring force, which is in phase
with the plate displacement. While the compressibility of the
gas and inertial forces become important factors in determin-
ing the spring force at higher frequencies, the viscous forces
dominate the mechanical behavior of planar microstructures
at low frequencies. This paper is focused mainly on deter-
mining the viscous damping in planar, periodic perforated
microstructures acting at audible frequencies.

The rigid backplate often contains numerous perforated
holes which are of a few microns in diameter, uniformly
distributed over the entire backplate, for reducing the time
required to remove sacrificial materials between the moving
structure and backplate during the wet etching process. A
thicker backplate is usually preferred since it can provide
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much better stability and mechanical rigidity. The quasihori-
zontal motion of the air in the thin gap in a planar micro-
structure yields squeeze-film damping that can adversely af-
fect the dynamic response of the device. Thus, in the case of
microphones �and also other sensors designed for small sig-
nal applications�, the mechanical-thermal noise is often one
of the limiting noise components. The magnitude of thermal
noise depends only on temperature and the magnitude of
mechanical damping, high viscous damping being associated
with large mechanical-thermal noise.2 The perforations in
one of the plates can be also used to control the viscous
damping. As a result there is an extensive literature dedicated
to the study of squeeze-film damping in perforated
MEMS.3–7

While the squeeze-film damping is reduced by incorpo-
rating holes in one plate, the vertical motion of the air within
the holes gives a new viscous resistance which adds to the
squeeze-film damping. A rigorous solution of the total damp-
ing problem requires the solution of the Navier–Stokes’ �NS�
system in the three-dimensional �3D� domain comprised of
the space between the plates and the volume of the holes,
which is not at all a simple task. Three-dimensional flow
simulations are not practical for the entire microstructure
geometry5 due to the complexity of the implementation and
the computational resource requirements.

There is a large body of modeling work based on the
lubrication approximation. The lubrication approximation as-
sumes that the distance between the plane surfaces is suffi-
ciently small, such that it is possible to integrate the NS
equations over the separation distance to obtain a two-
dimensional �2D� equation for pressure widely known as the
Reynold’s equation. In the case of perforated microstruc-
tures, the assumption that the flow domain is thin is not valid

in the region of holes. As a result, the Reynold’s equation
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cannot be applied if the air gap between the planes and the
pitch and radius of holes have comparable geometrical di-
mensions. For this case, the widely used Reynold’s equation
�whose solution gives Škvor’s formula8� may not be appro-
priate without significant modifications.

There are two ways to overcome the difficulties associ-
ated with the application of the Reynold’s equation in perfo-
rated microstructures. The first one is to add new terms and
coefficients in order to account for the influence of holes, the
open end of the holes, the bending of flow from horizontal to
vertical. Modifications to the Reynolds’ equation have been
made by adding a term related to the damping effect of gas
flow through holes in Refs. 9 and 10. This modified Rey-
nold’s equation was solved analytically in particular cases,
but more complicated configurations require the use of nu-
merical methods, which diminishes the utility of the lubrica-
tion approximation. In “the analytic damping model” derived
in Refs. 5, 11, and 12 �see also Ref. 13�, the mechanical
resistance of a perforation cell consists of six lumped flow
resistances. One of these resistances is derived analytically
by using the Reynolds’ equation. The elongations involved in
the other lumped resistances contain up to 20 numerical co-
efficients that are determined by using some heuristic equa-
tions and fitting to finite element method �FEM� simulations.
In some cases, the new models are also encumbered with a
lot of experimental coefficients added to provide agreement
between the numerical and experimental results as in Refs.
14 and 15. All these methods developed for determining the
damping force �and at higher frequencies also the spring
force� of the oscillating perforated microstructures obtained
by extending the Reynolds’ equation are known as “compact
models.” As noted in the recent paper by Veijola et al.,16 “the
verification of the compact models is generally question-
able.”

An alternative way to determine the viscous damping of
perforated microstructures when the pitch of the holes, the
air gap, and the radius of holes are of the same order �when
the Reynold’s equation cannot be applied� is to integrate the
NS system and to obtain the velocity and pressure fields. In
the model developed here, we take advantage of the repeti-
tive pattern of holes which is typical in most designs. This
repetitive pattern implies the existence of a basic cell asso-
ciated with each hole. For example, if the holes are aligned
and regularly spaced, then the lower part of the cell �inside
the gap� would be a square prism while for staggered holes,
the lower part of the cell will be a hexagonal prism. Due to
symmetry the normal velocity and the normal pressure de-
rivative on each side plane of these prisms vanish. For the
present model, the prismatic part of the basic cell will be
approximated by a circular cylinder �of the same section area
and height� having zero normal velocity along the side sur-
face. This yields a 2D �axisymmetrical� flow problem. This
approach is similar to the one used in the lubrication ap-
proximation where the original problem for a square or hex-
agonal domain was replaced by a problem for a circular do-
main which led to Škvor’s formula.

The analytical solution developed in Sec. III is based on
using Stokes’ approximation to the Navier–Stokes system

describing the motion of an isothermal, compressible fluid in
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the approximated cell. The resultant problem for the finite
circular cylinder is similar to the flow problems studied by
Robey,17 Petritskaya,18,19 and Zukerwar20 for determining the
theoretical response of a condenser microphone. The main
result of this work is an analytical formula �Eq. �67�� for the
complex force whose real part gives the viscous damping
and the imaginary part is the spring force. At low frequencies
�i.e., in audible domain�, the viscous damping is the most
important part; moreover, as was shown in Refs. 8 and 20,
this component is almost independent of frequency and can
be determined by a steady-state approach. This opens the
possibility of determining the damping force numerically by
using a finite element package for steady-state flow of com-
pressible gas in an axisymmetrical domain.

The damping force given by the analytical formula is
validated by results of numerical simulation and also by di-
rect comparison with some experimental data found in the
literature.

II. MODEL FORMULATION

Consider a uniform perforated �equal pitch and equal
sized holes� planar microstructure having a repetitive pattern
of holes. Generally, perforations are present in staggered and
aligned �matrix� configurations. In the case of a staggered
system of holes, a hexagonal pattern repeats while for the
aligned �nonstaggered or matrix� holes, a square pattern can
be noted. In Fig. 1, a regular matrix of square holes is shown.
The upper plate is the perforated backplate �of thickness h�
and the lower one is the diaphragm. The distance d between
the average positions of the two plates is the air gap of the
structure. The cylindrical holes �circular or square� lie on the
vertices of a regular web of hexagons or squares of a side
length denoted by l=2b �the pitch of the holes� in both cases.
The domain is filled by air. The geometry in the case of
aligned holes �square pattern� is shown in Fig. 2. The repeti-
tive pattern of the system of holes and the vertical motion of
the diaphragm yield a similarly repetitive response in the
motion of the air. The domain where a hole collects the flow
will be called a cell. The basic domain for the unit cell is
shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a square prism domain Dg

located below the square etched cylindrical domain Dh rep-
resenting the hole. All the side planes of the domain Dg are
symmetry planes for the fluid motion. Consequently, on each

FIG. 1. �Color online� A perforated planar microstructure with aligned
square holes.
plane surface, the normal component of velocity and the nor-
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mal pressure derivative are zero. On the other side, the ve-
locity components vanish on the solid boundary surface of a
hole �no-slip condition and no penetration conditions�. Fi-
nally, the pressure on the upper base of a hole equals the
external atmospheric pressure �or more generally is con-
nected to the volume velocity by means of a known imped-
ance ZC of the backchamber� and the velocity on the other
solid surface of the flow domain �diaphragm� equals the ve-
locity of this surface.

In order to simplify the problem, we approximate the
domain Dg by a circular cylinder Cg �see Fig. 4� of the same
volume having the area of the normal section equal to the
area of the hexagonal or square section of the prism Dg �the
radius of the cylinder Cg is therefore R=2b��3 / �2�� in the
case of staggered holes and R=2b /�� in the case of matrix
holes�. The condition of vanishing of the normal velocity
�and of pressure normal derivative� on all symmetry side
planes will be substituted by cancellation of these quantities
on the side surface of the domain Cg. The radius of the hole
is denoted by r. In the case of square holes �width 2a�, as in
Fig. 1, the value of r is determined by equalizing the total
resistance �sum of the direct and indirect resistances from
Ref. 21� for a circular hole F�

h and the total resistance F�
h of

a square hole:

F�
h �

12

0.4217
�h�b

a
�4

w = 8��h�R

r
�4

w � F�
h .

The resulting formula r=1.094a compares well with the
value r=1.096a obtained in Ref. 13 by equating the acoustic

2a

h

d

2b

d

FIG. 2. �Color online� The air domain corresponding to the planar micro-
structure in Fig. 1.

2a Dh
h

h

2b d
Dg

FIG. 3. �Color online� A cell of a periodic microstructure with aligned

square holes.
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resistances �hydraulic resistances� of square and circular long
channels. This approximation works in the case of small and
moderate values of the area ratio A �defined as the ratio of
the area of the normal section of the hole over the total area
of a normal section of the domain Dg�. This way we obtained
an axisymmetrical problem which is easier to solve analyti-
cally and numerically.

In the case the air gap, the pitch of the holes, and the
diameter of the holes are all of the same order, the lubrica-
tion approximation can no longer be used. Therefore, we no
longer have a special equation for the pressure �as Reynold’s
equation� and in the case of isothermal flow we have to de-
termine the complete flowfield characterized by the air ve-
locity V and the pressure P. The flow inside the 3D cells is
governed by the Navier–Stokes system for compressible iso-
thermal fluid

� �̃

�t
+ � · ��̃V� = 0, �1�

�̃	 �V

�t
+ �V · ��
V = − �P + �	�2V +

1

3
� � · V
 , �2�

where � is the shear viscosity and �̃ is the density. Also,

P = c0
2�̃ , �3�

c0 denoting the isothermal speed of sound in air. The origin
is placed such that the z-axis is the symmetry line of the cell
in the center of the circular hole �Fig. 4�. The diaphragm lies
in the plane z=d.

III. THE ANALYTIC SOLUTION

By linearizing Eq. �2� and assuming a time harmonic
solution V�x , t�=v�x�exp�−i�t�, P�x , t�= p�x�exp�−i�t�, we
obtain the Stokes’ system,

� · v =
i�

�̃0c2 p , �4�

Rr

h

x
y

d
Cy

z

Cg

FIG. 4. �Color online� The cylindrical approximation of the basic domain
�cell�.
0
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− i��̃0v = − �p + ���v + 1
3 � � · v� , �5�

where �=2�f , f being the frequency and �̃0 being the un-
perturbed air density. The boundary conditions on the two
bases have the form

u��,d� = 0 w��,d� = w�d���� , �6�

u��,0� = 0, w��,0� = w�0���� , �7�

where �u�� ,z� ,0 ,w�� ,z�� are the components of velocity v in
the cylindrical coordinates �� ,� ,z� and the function w�0����
is different from zero only in the opening �the hole surface of
the top of the gap�.

Particularly, in the case of a small and a medium radius
hole, we write

w�0���� = �w̃�0���� if� � r

0 for r � � � R ,
� �8�

w̃�0���� being an unknown function.
Remark 1. Conditions �6� and �7� are no-slip boundary

conditions assuming a continuous flow. The fluid dynamics
in a narrow domain between two parallel plates yields a de-
crease in pressure �rarefaction effect� which changes the
boundary conditions on the solid surfaces giving a certain
slip �tangential velocity� of the fluid particles.22 The presence
of perforations changes the pressure distribution in the gap
area next to holes. It is clear that for perforated microstruc-
tures having the pitch of holes much larger than the air gap
of the microstructure, the rarefaction is still in effect. But, if
the pitch of holes is not much larger than the air gap, the
presence of holes makes the slip of fluid particles on solid
surfaces of the microstructure at least questionable. On the
other hand, an elementary calculation shows that in the case
of narrow circular pipes, of infinite extent, the direct hole
resistance is not affected by the slip of the fluid particles on
the wall. Also, as is shown in Ref. 21, the indirect hole
resistance can be considered as a particular squeeze-film
damping.

A. The equations for pressure and vorticity

We write Eq. �5� as

v =
1

i��̃0
�1 −

�

3

i�

�̃0c0
2� � p −

�

i��̃0

�v . �9�

By using the vectorial identity,

� � �� � v� = ��� · v� − �v , �10�

and taking into account the equation of continuity �4�, there
results

v =
	

i��̃0

� p +
�

i��̃0

� � � , �11�

where

	 = 1 −
4i��

3�̃0c0
2 , �12�
and
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� = � � v �13�

is the vorticity. In the case

f 
 3�̃0c0
2/�8���  8.95 � 108 Hz,

the second term in the right-hand side of formula �12� can be
neglected resulting 	1.

In the axisymmetrical case, in the cylindrical coordi-
nates, there is only one nonvanishing vorticity component

� � v = ��̂ . �14�

Thus, we obtain expressions for the velocities in terms of the
pressure p and scalar vorticity � as potentials,

v =
	

i��̃0

� p +
�

i��̃0

� � ���̂� . �15�

This relationship can also be written as

u��,z� =
	

i��̃0

�p

��
−

�

i��̃0

��

�z
, �16�

w��,z� =
	

i��̃0

�p

�z
+

�

i��̃0

1

�

�����
��

, �17�

where u�� ,z� and w�� ,z� are the nonvanishing components
of the axisymmetrical velocity field in cylindrical coordi-
nates. By applying in formula �15�, the operator �· and ac-
counting of relationships �4�, there results the partial differ-
ential equations satisfied by pressure

1

�

�

��
��

�2p

��
� +

�2p

�z2 + k2p = 0, �18�

where the scalar wave number is

k =
�

c0
�	

. �19�

Similarly, the application of operator �� and consideration
of formula �14� yields the vorticity equation,

1

�

�

��
��

��

��
� −

�

�2 +
�2�

�z2 + L2� = 0, �20�

L being the vector wave number,

L = �i��̃0/� . �21�

B. Representation formulas for pressure, vorticity,
and velocity fields

The separation of variables in Eqs. �18� and �20� asso-
ciated with the condition of zero normal derivative of the
pressure along the external cylindrical surface,

�p

�n
�a,z� = 0, �22�

yields the representation formulas,

	

i��̃
p��,z� = �0�z� + �



�n�z�J0�qn�� , �23�

0 n=1
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�n�z� = A0 cos�kz� + 	0 sin�kz� ,

�n�z� = An cosh�knz� + 	n sinh�knz�, n � 1, �24�

where the eigenvalues qn are determined by

J1�qnR� = 0, n = 0,1,2, . . . , �25�

and

kn = �qn
2 − k2. �26�

Also,

�

i��0
���,z� = �

n=1



�n�z�J1�qn�� , �27�

where

�n�z� = Cn cosh�rnz� + Dn sinh�rnz� , �28�

and

rn = �qn
2 − L2. �29�

Formulas �16� and �17� yield the following representation
formulas for the components of the velocity field:

u��,z� = �
n=1



un�z�J1�qn�� , �30�

where

un�z� = − qn�An cosh�knz� + Bn sinh�knz��

− rn�Cn sinh�rnz� + Dn cosh�rnz�� , �31�

and

w��,z� = �
n=0



wn�z�J0�qn�� . �32�

The functions wn�z� have the expression

w0�z� = k�− A0 sin�kz� + B0 cos�kz�� , �33�

wn�z� = kn�An sinh�qnz� + Bn cosh�qnz��

+ qn�Cn cosh�rnz� + Dn sinh�rnz��, n = 1,2, . . . .

�34�
The constants A0, B0, An, Bn, Cn, and Dn will be determined

n
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by using the boundary conditions �6� and �7�.

1. Determination of constants

By using formulas �30� and �32� along the plane z=d,
we can write

qn�An cosh�knd� + Bn sinh�knd�� + rn�Cn sinh�rnd�

+ Dn cosh�rnd�� = 0, �35�

kn�An sinh�knd� + Bn cosh�knd�� + qn�Cn cosh�rnd�

+ Dn sinh�rnd�� = wn
�d�. �36�

Similarly, along the plane z=0, the u and w components of
the velocity give

qnAn + rnDn = 0, �37�

knBn + qnCn = wn
�0�, �38�

wn
�0� and wn

�d� being the Fourier expansion coefficients corre-
sponding to the functions w�0� ��� and w�d� ���:

wn
�0� =

2

R2�
0

r

w̃�0�����
J0�qn��
J0

2�qnR�
d� , �39�

wn
�d� =

2

R2�
0

R

w�d�����
J0�qn��
J0

2�qnR�
d� . �40�

Equations �35�–�38� determine the unknown pressure
coefficients as

An = An
�0�wn

�0� + An
�d�wn

�d�, �41�

Bn = Bn
�0�wn

�0� + Bn
�d�wn

�d�. �42�

The coefficients An
�0� , . . . ,Bn

�d� are defined by formulas

A0
�0� =

cot�kd�
k

, A0
�d� =

csc�kd�
k

, B0
�0� =

1

k
, B0

�d� = 0,
�43�
An
�0� =

sinh�knd�cosh�rnd� − �n cosh�knd�sinh�rnd�
kn�2 − 2 cosh�knd�cosh�rnd� + ��n + �n

−1�sinh�knd�sinh�rnd��
, �44�

An
�d� =

�n sinh�rnd� − sinh�knd�
kn�2 − 2 cosh�knd�cosh�rnd� + ��n + �n

−1�sinh�knd�sinh�rnd��
, �45�

Bn
�0� =

1 − cosh�knd�cosh�rnd� + �n sinh�knd�sinh�rnd�
kn�2 − 2 cosh�knd�cosh�rnd� + ��n + �−1�sinh�knd�sinh�rnd��

, �46�
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Bn
�d� =

cosh�knd� − cosh�rnd�
kn�2 − 2 cosh�knd�cosh�rnd� + ��n + �n

−1�sinh�knd�sinh�rnd��
. �47�
�n denotes

�n =
knrn

qn
2 .

C. One term approximations for the pressure and
velocity in the opening

We assume that at the lower base of a hole the pressure
has the form

p��,0� = p1
�0�, � � r , �48�

and that the velocity of the fluid,

w��,0� = w�0�, � � r , �49�

is also constant.
Particularly in the case of small holes the function w̃�0�

��� being a constant �49�, a simple calculation based on for-
mulas �A5� and �A6� yields

w0
�0� =

r2

R2w�0�, �50�

wn
�0� =

2r2

R2

J1�qnr�
qnr

w�0�

J0
2�qnR�

, n = 1,2, . . . . �51�

Remark 2. The one-term approximation for the pressure �48�
and for velocity �49� assume small values of the radius r. For
larger holes more terms have to be considered involving
more unknown coefficients. However, the results obtained in
Secs. IV and V show that the “one-term approximation”
works well even in case of medium sized holes.

The equations of the problem are obtained now by using
the representation formula �23� in condition �48�:

	

i��̃0

p1
�0� = A0 + �

n=1



AnJ0�qn��, � � r . �52�

Equation �52� can be integrated with respect to � �be-
tween the limits 0 and �� yielding

A0
�

2
−

	

i��̃0

�

2
p1

�0� + �
n=1


An

qn
J1�qn�� = 0, � � r . �53�

By substituting into Eq. �53�, formulas �41� and �42�, there
results

�
n=1

 	An
�0�

qn
wn

�0� +
An

�d�

qn
wn

�d�
J1�qn�� = − �A0
�0�w0

�0�

+ A0
�d�w0

�d��
�

2
+

	

i��̃0

�

2
p1

�0�, � � r . �54�

Also, multiplying Eq. �54� by �2 and integrating over �0,r�

give
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�
n=1

 	An
�0�

qn
wn

�0� +
An

�d�

qn
wn

�d�
 J2�qnr�
qnr

= − �A0
�0�w0

�0� + A0
�d�wn

�d��
r

8
+

	

i��̃0

r

8
p1

�0�. �55�

Finally, the substitution of formulas �50� and �51� into rela-
tionships �55� gives the equation

w�0�C0 −
	

i��̃0

p1
�0� = − A0

�d�w0
�d� −

8

r
�
n=1


An

�d�J2�qnr�
qn

2r
wn

�d�,

�56�

where we have denoted

C0 = A0
�0� r2

R2 +
16

R2r
�
n=1



An
�0�J1�qnr�J2�qnr�

J0
2�qnR�qn

3 . �57�

If the velocity of the diaphragm is constant, we have wn
�d�

=w�d��n0 and the sum in right-hand side of Eq. �56� cancels
out.

D. Determination of the velocity in opening

Using the impedance Z of the opening, we can write

p1
�0� = − �Z + ZC�w̃ , �58�

where ZC is the acoustic impedance of the backchamber and
w̃ is the algebraic volume velocity,

�̃ = �r2w�0�. �59�

The acoustic impedance of the backchamber is20

ZC =
��̃0c2

i�V
, �60�

where �=1.403 is the specific heat ratio of air and V denotes
the volume of the backchamber. The impedance of the open-
ing in the backplate is given in Ref. 23.

�1� Holes of very small diameter r�0.002 /�f ,

Z =
8�h

�r4 − i�
4

3

�̃0h

3�r2 . �61�

�2� Intermediate-sized holes 0.01 /�f �r�10 / f ,

Z
�8��̃0�

�r2 �1 +
h

2r
� − i��̃0

h + 1.7r

�r2 . �62�

Expression �62� includes also the end correction.

In the case of a hole whose radius lies between 0.002 /�f
�
and 0.01 / f , interpolation must be used.
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Equations �56�, �58�, and �59� permit determination of
the pressure and velocity �assumed constants� in the opening.
Particularly there results

w�0� = W0w�d�, �63�

where,

W0 = �k sin�kd�	C0 +
Z + ZC

i��̃0

	�r2
�−1

. �64�

E. The analytic expressions for the damping
coefficient and spring force

The pressure on the diaphragm can be written by means
of formula �23� as

p��,d� =
i��̃0

	
�A0 cos�kd� + B0 sin�kd�

+ �
n=1



�An cosh�knd� + Bn sinh�knd��J0�qn��� .

�65�

The total pressure �the pressure force� P�d� on the diaphragm
results by integration with respect to � and �:

P�d� = −
i��̃0

	
�R2�A0 cos�kd� + B0 sin�kd�� =

−
i��̃0

	

�R2

k sin�kd�	 r2

R2w�0� − cos�kd�w�d�
 . �66�

By introducing expression �63� of the velocity in the open-
ing, we get

P�d� =
i��̃0

	

�R2 cos�kd�
k sin�kd� 	1 −

r2

R2 cos�kd�
W0
w�d�.

Finally, the total damping coefficient of a cell B and the
spring force coefficient S are

B + iS =
i��̃0

	

�R2 cos�kd�
k sin�kd� 	1 −

r2

R2 cos�kd�
W0
 . �67�

This formula provides the total damping coefficient and the
spring force coefficient on the developed model based on
Stokes approximation of the viscous flow equations.

IV. AXIALLY SYMMETRIC NUMERICAL SIMULATION
FOR VISCOUS DAMPING

The formula given by Škvor8 �see also Refs. 24 and 25�
assumes that the equivalent mechanical resistance of a cell
�in lubrication approximation� is independent of frequency.
The analysis of Zukerwar20 shows that in the case of micro-
phones in the audio frequency range, viscous damping is
practically independent of frequency. The same conclusion
was obtained in Ref. 26 in the case of an incompressible
fluid as long as the frequency is smaller than 106 Hz. In this
section, the viscous damping is modeled assuming weakly

compressible fluid behavior for air. The squeezed flow is
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driven periodically in time and based on the above comments
can be analyzed from the point of view of steady-state re-
sponse.

The computational domain used here is the axisymmetri-
cal region shown in Fig. 4. An azimuthal section of the cell
showing the dimensions and the specified boundary condi-
tions is given in Fig. 5. The bottom boundary corresponds to
the diaphragm where the inflow/outflow condition u
= �0,0 ,w0� is specified. A constant pressure �p=0� outflow
condition is specified along the top segment corresponding to
the hole aperture. The no-slip condition is applied on solid
surfaces �i.e., the wall of the hole and the lower surface of
the backplate�. Slip symmetry V ·n=0 is specified along the
outside cylindrical surface corresponding to the cell gap
boundary. Finally, axisymmetry is specified along the central
axis of the unit cell.

Solutions to the governing equations for the specified
axisymmetric domain and boundary conditions were ob-
tained using the weakly compressible Navier–Stokes appli-
cation mode included in heat transfer module of COMSOL

MULTIPHYSICS �Ref. 27� commercial software package. The
software uses the finite element method for the spatial dis-
cretization of the governing equations �in cylindrical-polar
coordinates�. The domain is discretized using triangular ele-
ments. The COMSOL software employs an iterative procedure
to solve the resulting discrete, nonlinear algebraic system of
equations that result from the finite element approximation
of the Navier–Stokes equations. A homogeneous, unstruc-
tured mesh was employed for most of the domain with areas
of refinement in the gap region and around the re-entrant
corner of the azimuthal domain. While the full Navier–
Stokes equations were solved, for the conditions of the
model here, the nonlinear terms are relatively small and ac-
curate solutions are readily obtained. Grid convergence stud-
ies were performed starting with approximately 1000 ele-
ments and using up to as many as 20 000 elements for the
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FIG. 5. The azimuthal section of the cell showing the dimensions and the
boundary conditions.
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Remark 3. In the numerical model presented here, stan-
dard continuum flow conditions have been assumed so that
the no-slip condition applies along solid boundaries. In Ref.
16, both no-slip �models M1 and M2� and models with a slip
velocity boundary condition �M3 and M4� were used along
the walls in the air gap and the hole. If the scale of the flow
is very small, then a slip model may be appropriate. How-
ever, for a gap on the order of 1 �m and an area ratio �area
of the hole divided by the total area� around 50% half of the
working area is open and rarefied gas behavior should not be
important. In fact, some simple calculations show that in the
case of a hole having a small radius and infinite length, the
direct resistance of the hole is not influenced by the slip
condition on the circular pipe. This geometry gives a redis-
tribution of the pressure on the backplate very different from
the rarefaction in a small gap between two parallel, nonper-
forated plane surfaces where a slip-flow may be a better
model. This is evidenced by the fact that some of the results
given in Table III in Ref. 16 are better when the standard
continuum no-slip condition is applied along the solid sur-
faces. On the other hand, the indirect resistance of holes can
be considered as a special squeezed film damping �see Ref.
21�. See also the discussion in the book.22

Remark 4. In electrostatic-based transducers, application
of voltages �polarization voltage for microphones and actua-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Contour plots of the pressure fie
tion voltage for actuators� is mandatory and this results in a
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static, nonlinear deflection of the diaphragm. In MEMS de-
vices with very small air gap thickness, this can have a sig-
nificant influence on the viscous damping. In the case of
small deflections, the developed theory can be applied. For
larger deflections, an axisymmetrical model can be obtained
including the actual shape of the diaphragm and the FEM
software will provide the viscous damping coefficient.

A. Sample results

Here we present a set of representative results by apply-
ing the axisymmetrical simulation and the analytical formula
�67� to a unit cell with geometrical dimensions: r=4 �m,
R=8 �m, d=2 �m, and h=4 �m. For the air in the unit
cell, the following property values are used: density �̃0

=1.155 kg /m3 and dynamic viscosity �=18.5
�10−6 N s /m2. As discussed above, a homogeneous, un-
structured finite element mesh was used for the numerical
computations with refinement around the re-entrant corner of
the azimuthal domain. The total number of the finite ele-
ments is 9490 for the specific case presented here. Figure 6
shows contour plots of the pressure field �isobars� in the
computational domain. An important element is the variation

the azimuthal section resulted in numerical simulation.
ld in
in the pressure in the axial direction �z�. The result indicates
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a significant difference from the relationship �p /�z=0 as-
sumed throughout the gap region in the lubrication type ap-
proaches.

From the numerical simulation for this case, the follow-
ing values for the total damping coefficient of pressure force
on the base z=d of the cell �P� and the total damping coef-
ficient of the total force �Fz� on the same base �including the
viscous component� in the z-direction are obtained:

P = 1.058 842 � 10−7 N s/m, �68�

Bnum � Fz = 1.058 862 � 10−7 N s/m. �69�

These results show that the influence of the viscous force on
the damping coefficient is very small compared with the
pressure contribution. On the other hand, the calculation of
the total damping coefficient as the sum of the hole resis-
tance and the damping on the z=0 of the backplate gives an
error of 0.23% as compared with the value given by the
relationship �69�.

Analytical formula �67� yields the following value of the
damping coefficient:

BSTO = 1.1356 � 10−7 N s/m, �70�

resulting in a relative error of eSTO=6.6% with respect the
value given by FEM simulation. The damping coefficient
corresponding to the Reynolds approximation is
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FIG. 7. Damping and spring force coefficients obtained by applying the
analytical formula resulted by Stokes approximation.

TABLE I. The geometry of the measured and calcul

Type
L

��m�
W

��m� M �N

A 372.4 66.4 36�6
B 363.9 63.9 36�6
C 373.8 64.8 36�6
D 369.5 64.5 36�6
E 363.8 123.8 36�12
F 363.8 243.8 36�24
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BRey = 6.15 � 10−8 N s/m. �71�

This value was obtained by adding the squeezed film damp-
ing given by Škvor’s formula and the direct and indirect
resistances of a hole defined in Ref. 21. The resulting value
BRey has a relative error with respect to the FEM value of
eRey=42%.

The calculation of the total force on a cell by using the
obtained analytical formula �67� was performed in the range
of frequencies from 100 Hz to 3 MHz. The results are shown
in Fig. 7, where the continuous line represents the damping
force and the dotted line represents the spring force in the
case where the effects of inertia and compressibility were
included. The damping force dominates at low frequencies.
The cutoff frequency is 1.5 MHz. For higher frequencies,
the spring force is more important.

V. VALIDATION OF THE ANALYTICAL FORMULA

In this section, we compare the predictions from analyti-
cal solution and the FEM model to the published experimen-
tal data of Somà and De Pasquale.28 In this cited paper, the
details of the device configuration studied, the experimental
setup, and the testing procedure are presented. The experi-
mental configuration consists of a central suspended plate
�where the structural stiffness is concentrated� covered with a
pattern of square holes and connected to four lateral clamped
supports of small cross-sectional area. This particular shape
allows an out-of-plane deflection of lateral supports during
the excitation and, consequently, a quasirigid oscillation of
the central plate. The suspended plates are h=15 �m thick
and have a gap of d=1.6 �m. Six different test configura-
tions were studied: four specimens with different hole cross-
sectional area size and two with the same hole dimensions
but different plate widths. Table I gives the effective geo-
metrical dimensions of the test structures obtained by profile
measurements using an interferometric microscope. In the
table, six cases are labeled A–F as in Refs. 16 and 28. The
first four columns in Table I coincide with the corresponding
columns in Table 1 of Ref. 16 including the plate length L,
the plate width W, and the number of holes M �N. Column
five contains the perforation ratio q �same as the area ratio A�
of the structure. In columns six and seven of Table I, we
include the parameters b �the half-period of the structure�
and a=s0 /2 �the half-length of a square hole side�. Column
nine contains the radius r of the circular cylinder which is
equivalent to the square cross section of the hole of the test

tructures.

b
��m�

a
��m�

r
��m�

R
��m�

5.1 2.5 2.73 5.75
5.0 3.05 3.34 5.64
5.15 3.65 4 5.81
5.1 3.95 4.23 5.75
5.0 3.1 3.39 5.64
5.0 3.1 3.39 5.64
ated s

q
�%�

24
37
50
59
38
38
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specimen. Finally, the last column contains the radius R of
the cylinder which substitutes the lower prism �gap region�
of the domain.

In Ref. 28, the quality factor is determined from the
experimentally obtained curve of displacement versus fre-
quency, and the damping coefficient is then calculated from
the quality factor, frequency, and the effective mass using the
half-power bandwidth method. The values of the measured
total damping coefficients, labeled as Cm, are given in col-
umn 2 of Table II for all six cases studied �note that this
coincides with the second column in Table 3 of Ref. 28�.

The columns 3–5 of Table II here contain the total
damping coefficients CRey, CSTO, and Cnum for the plate de-
termined by multiplying the damping coefficient for a unit
cell with the total number M �N of holes. In parenthesis in
each case the relative error ��Rey, �STO, and �num� of the
respective damping coefficient with respect to the measured
value CM was included. The coefficient cRey for a single cell
was obtained by adding the squeezed film damping given by
Škvor’s formula and the direct and indirect resistances of a
hole defined in Refs. 21 and 26. The coefficient cSTO is given
by the real part of formula �67�, while the coefficient cnum is
obtained in numerical simulation as described in Sec. IV A.

It is clear that the results given by analytical formula are
comparable with those obtained by finite element simulation
and close to the measured values. Particularly, this validates
directly the formula �67� for determining the damping and
spring force for a cell. The precision of the analytical results
are less in the case of perforated microstructures having a
high area ratio. A better analytical approach in this case
needs a more precise representation of the velocity in the
opening. Also the total damping coefficient can be corrected
by adding an edge correction to the boundary cells similar to
the correction introduced in Ref. 21 for the case of the Rey-
nolds’ equation.

TABLE II. The measured, the analytical �Reynolds a

Type
CM measured
�10−6 N s /m�

CRey-�Rey
�10−6 N s /m�-�%

A 47.38 33.82��28.60%
B 19.46 14.00��28.10%
C 9.863 7.57��23.25%
D 7.609 5.65��25.81%
E 38.22 26.35��31.06%
F 67.44 52.70��21.86%

TABLE III. Relative errors of the compact models
values �M1−�M4 were given in Ref. 16.

Type
�M1
�%�

�M2
�%�

�

�

A �23.53 �25.74 �3
B �16.36 �18.06 �2
C �5.21 �6.59 �

D �14.66 �15.72 �1
E �17.27 �18.94 �1
F �4.77 �6.70 �
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The results included in column 3 in Table II show that
the Reynolds’ lubrication model predictions fall below the
results from the other two models. In some cases even the
first digit of the total damping coefficient CRey is incorrect.

Table III presents the relative errors in the damping co-
efficient between the experimental values reported in Ref.
28, the four compact models presented in Ref. 16, and the
relative error from the methods developed in this paper. The
second column in Table III gives the relative error �M1
corresponding to the compact model M1 of Bao10 for a rect-
angular damper that has a much larger length than width. The
relative error values in column 3 ��M2� correspond to the
model presented in Ref. 10 for an arbitrary rectangular sur-
face. Columns 4 and 5 contain the relative errors ��M3 and
�M4� of the compact models developed by Veijola:5 model
M3 corresponds to circular perforations of the backplate
while model M4 was tailored specifically for square holes.12

Column 6 includes the relative errors �STO resulting from
the use of the presented analytical formula and the last col-
umn includes the errors �num of the numerical simulation
by the finite element method.

The results of numerical simulation given in this paper
are in closer agreement with the measured values than those
of the compact methods for all the microstructures consid-
ered. Also the values for the damping coefficient obtained by
using the analytical formula for the damping coefficient of a
cell compares well with the results reported in Ref. 16 for the
compact models.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A model for analyzing the viscous damping in a unit cell
of a perforated microstructure has been developed. The
model is based on the Stokes’ equations for compressible,
isothermal, viscous flow, and the approximation of the peri-

tokes� and computed damping coefficients.

CSTO-�STO
�10−6 N s /m�-�%�

Cnum-�num
�10−6 N s /m�-�%�

40.81��13.88%� 40.46��14.61%�
18.30��5.98%� 17.84��8.32%�
10.76�9.14%� 10.20�3.42%�

8.095�6.39%� 7.650�0.54%�
34.66��9.30%� 33.74��11.7%�
69.32�2.89%� 67.48�0.06%�

nalytical formula and of numerical simulation. The

�M4
�%�

�STO
�%�

�num
�%�

�33.27 �13.88 �14.61
�21.96 �5.98 �8.32

�6.65 9.10 3.42
�15.29 6.39 0.54
�20.14 �9.30 �11.7
�6.52 2.89 0.06
nd S

�

�
�
�
�
�
�

of a

M3
%�

3.51
1.02
4.11
2.46
9.03
5.19
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odic structure of common devices �squares or hexagonal
prisms� by an equivalent axisymmetrical cylindrical domain.
The analysis yields an analytical formula for the complex
force �damping force and spring force� generated by the vi-
brating plate of the microstructure.

In addition, a FEM solution was used to determine the
damping on the cell in the axisymmetrical domain.

The predictions for the damping coefficients from the
analytical formula and numerical simulation were compared
for some test microstructures and are found to be in good
agreement. Also, these results are found to be in good agree-
ment with some measured values found in the literature for
some MEMS devices. This validates the model and demon-
strates its broader range of applicability to real perforated
microstructures. Also, the results obtained by these models
compare well with the values given by some compact models
in appropriate parameter ranges.
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APPENDIX: FINITE HANKEL TRANSFORMS AND
MODIFIED FINITE HANKEL TRANSFORMS

In this appendix we prove the relationships �A5� and
�A6� which are used in Sec. III A.

1. Some definitions and properties

We consider the finite Hankel transform of the function
u��� with respect to �-variable defined by the relationship29

�p. 83�

ũ�qi� � J̃1�u���� = �
0

R

u����J1�qi��d� , �A1�

where qi is a root of the transcendental equation

J1�qiR� = 0. �A2�

At any point of �0,R� at which the function u��� is continu-
ous, the original function can be recovered by means of the
inversion formula

u��� =
2

R2�
i

ũ�qi�
J1�qi��

�J0�qiR��2 , �A3�

where the sum is taken over all the positive roots of Eq.
�A2�.

We define also the modified finite Hankel transform of
the function w��� by formula

ŵ�qi� � Ĵ0�w���� = �
0

R

w����J0�qi��d� . �A4�

Inversion formula for the modified finite Hankel transform

can be written as
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w��� =
2

R2�
i=0



ŵ�qi�
J0�qi��

�J0�qiR��2 .

2. Calculation of some transforms

In the case of the function

f��,r� = �� , 0 � � � r

0, r � � � R ,
�

there results

f̃�qir� = �
0

r

�2J1�qi��d� = r3�
0

1

t2J1�qirt�dt .

The last integral is given again by formula �6.567�1�� in Ref.
30. Therefore,

f̃�qi,r� = r3J2�qir�
qir

. �A5�

In the case of the function,

h��,r� = �1, 0 � � � r

0, r � � � R ,
�

there results

ĥ�qi,r� = �
0

r

�J0�qi��d� = r3�
0

1

tJ0�qirt�dt .

The last integral is given by formula �6.567�9�� in Ref. 30,

ĥ�qi,r� = r2J1�qir�
qir

. �A6�
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